
ATP® Wall & Ceiling foam & EPS models
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NOTICE

Prior to application,  always clean  all surfaces before applying 
any glue ensuring them free of dust or grease.  Mark the mea-
surements of the panel on the surface you are applying the 
panel to.  Apply double sided temporary adhesive patches to 
the back of the panel as shown. The adhesive temporary 
patches are activated by pressure. To ensure their maximum 
adhesion strength they are not repositionable, so measure 
twice and glue only once.   

Then apply as shown in grey, the de�nitive PU mounting glue 
without solvents, for permanent applications (not-included). 
Apply the cords of glue marked in grey as shown on this left 
example image. 

Place the panel on the surface and press it gently and homo-
geneously during the mounting glue's curing time, average  
aprox. time 2 hours. 

For ceiling panels a temporary auxiliar supporting bar 
(anchor) between the �oor and the panel, can be used .

Ensure  taking extra care to always use a protective thick and 
enough dense and very clean material like foam (or a dense 
pillow) between the panel and the anchor to ensure not to 
damage the panel �nishings. 

Between the anchor and the �oor a protective material like a 
simple piece of wood or dense foam also should be used to 
protect �oor �nishings.

Adhesive time is entirely dependant on the weight of the 
panel to be glued . Always consult  the mounting glue speci�-
cations. Adhesive gluing times can vary with humidity and 
temperature. Make sure that the room temperature and 
humidity is within the acceptable product values available on 
our website. 

| BASMEL | BASSKEEPER WALL | CAMOU | COOKIE | CORALREEF | COSMOS | DECOART | FOAMSORB | IVORY | 
LF TONE | NOVEN | PYRAMID | REFLEX | SEAFOAM | SNOWSORB | STRIPESORB | STRIPESORB ARC | SWELL | 

WAVYFUSER | WUSORBER |



Wall mounting with french cleats
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| CAMOU | COSMOS |

Measure the placement of the 
panel using a tape measure, a 
pencil, a ruler and a level 
bubble.  From the top panel line, 
measure and ortogonally mark 
the “A” distance.  With a level 
de�ne the “B” line.

Center the accessory on the wall 
inserting a pencil through the 
wooden accessory’s holes to 
mark the needed points on the 
wall. 
Drill the needed holes on the 
wall. Insert the nylon plugs in 
wall and attach the accessory 
with a screwdriver.

On the wall, you can use mount-
ing glue to place the other 
removable mounting stripe or it 
can be installed with sleeves and 
screws. 
Then �t the panel into the 
mounting accessory and it's 
done!
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Glue and removable wooden 
mounting stripes are not includ-
ed, sold separately upon 
demand. Ensure to use mount-
ing glue without solvents. Check 
the right position and try to 
place the removable mounting 
stripe to check that everything 
is ok to proceed. With mounting 
glue, cover enough area to glue 
the removable mounting stripe 
on the back of the panel, on the 
speci�c area for that (rectangu-
lar void). Con�rm the position-
ing before the glue dries.
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